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MARCH 2013   

Chapter Meeting - February 4th, 2013 

President Eliot Lee RPT began the 7:00 meeting with items of business; first, 

regarding the proposed ‘project piano’- some correspondence from Jim Steele 

was relayed to the group about his offer of an antique Bechstein to rebuild, but 

with certain provisos. A refreshingly lively discussion ensued, with many 

viewpoints about every aspect of the project, but primarily ‘what sort of piano’ 

should we be looking to acquire and what would  the budget be. It was moved 

that the discussion be tabled to allow an ‘executive committee’ to come up 

with a basic framework in order to formulate a plan. It is evident that many 

members are interested in pushing this forward, and updated information will 

be divulged as progress is made. Eliot also mentioned the desire to set aside a 

portion of the chapter funds into an interest-bearing account of some kind. The 

last treasurers report showed a whopping 49 cents interest on a roughly 10,000 

dollar balance! Further discussion and research with Wendell are pending. 

Lastly, Peg announced some time slots awaiting volunteers to help out at 

WestPac, plus a request for help on the 25th to prepare for the big event... 

 

The technical portion of the meeting was presented by our very own Jim 

Coleman Sr., and a larger-than-usual attendance showed as a tribute to the im-

portance  of what he has to give. Jim will be teaching a class at WestPac, so 

this was a ‘dress rehearsal’ of sorts. He shared with us an updated technique 

relating to his ‘both ways from the middle’ aural temperament-a revised ver-

sion that he attributes originally to William Stonaker over 50 years ago. Jim 

has implemented a simple pendulum device as an aid for counting the beat 

rates of the contiguous 3rds when setting the temperament octave (A2-C#3, 

C#3-F3, F3-A3). He explained the physics and mathematical calculations of 

each segment as he gave a practical demonstration  in progressive fashion, all 

the while involving the participants in a thought-provoking exercise of the re-

lated senses. Questions were asked of the onlookers and answers were given  

(sometimes the correct answer), and ‘prizes’ were doled out. Of course, in the 

end we all received the same custom-made-tuning-pin-on-a -ribbon pendulum 

device, complete with  appropriate terminus location markings  corresponding 

to the correct interval/swing velocity ratio.  It’s amazing how Jim makes it 

look so easy, and those of us who struggle with certain aspects of aural tuning 

can appreciate his contributions and his humor. We hope to have Jim here still 

for many years to come, but in the meantime we’ll use his new tool to practice, 

practice, practice –perhaps we’ll get to Carnegie Hall yet! Also, a thanks to 

Wes Flinn and Mark Purney for their assistance.    

Coming Up: 
 

 

Deadline for WestPac registration 

is Wed., Feb. 20th!! (without late fee)  

www.westpac-ptg.org 
 

Volunteer work session for West-

Pac prep Monday Feb. 25th- 

6 PM @ Az Piano 

 

No monthly meeting in March; 

Next meeting is April 1st-TBA 

And that’s no joke! 

 

We’ll see you soon at 

WestPac III !!! 
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From: Phoenix PTG 
c/o Lyle Cherry 
13038 N 28th St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85032 

Get A Receipt! 

 

Throughout our lives we will be asked to do favors for people, especially if we have a soft heart. Most people want something for 

nothing, so we will have to acknowledge that either we exploit or we are exploited. Cooperation is not a common trait in the reptili-

an brain of most people doing business today which unfortunately is practically every adult. This is why it is so import throughout 

our professional lives to get a receipt for service rendered. When they give their John Hancock, they are admitting that you did the 

service and if there is a cost on the receipt, they agree to pay it, trade for it or owe you for their service. I don't know if there is a 

way to do this in a paperless way, maybe some of the more tech savvy members could elaborate on their methods of documenting 

their service without paper. 

I often wonder how nice the world would be if we could just barter everything and be entirely off the grid so that we can smell the 

flowers in garden of Eden without chanting the mantra, "Another Day, Another Dollar". However, you must remember, this is the 

year of the Snake and as naive as we happen to be, thieves and cheaters will prey upon us if we let ourselves become vulnerable. As 

Aaron Blau said, "Even if you traded something for service, it is still taxable income." Fortunately not the brightest crayons in the 

coloring box become IRS agents and with 100 million returns to review, the likelihood of getting audited is less than 3%. That said, 

our nation was founded on the honor system, even though our country is a corporation controlled by the IMF, George Washington 

did not lie when he cut down the cherry tree and told his father. 

President’s Message:   from Eliot Lee, RPT 

——————————————————————————————————————————————— 

All expressions and opinions within this publication are solely those of the editor and contributors with every attempt 

of accuracy. The Phoenix Chapter of the Piano Technicians Guild is not responsible for unauthorized content.   

If you received this in print form and have an email address, please consider saving the chapter time,  material and 

postage by allowing us to deliver it to you electronically.  Thank you!                   Contact :   lcherry05@msn.com 


